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Mission Statement  
To resource and energize our faith communities to 

participate fully, consciously and actively in the liturgy 
and so take up Christ's Mission.

The Liturgy  Centre provides: 
• Resources to support liturgical ministries, including books with Sunday 

and daily readings and reflections on the readings. These provide 
excellent background material for readers. 

• Guidebooks for various ministries including readers, Extraordinary 
Ministers of Holy Communion, musicians, sacristans and the preparation 
of liturgical environment 

• Resources on art and architecture 
• Formation opportunities for Readers of the Word 
• Formation opportunities for Extraordinary Ministers of Holy Communion.
• Website with Prayer of the Faithful, Liturgy of the Word with Children, 

Readings Te Reo Māori, weekly music suggestions, 

Workshops including: 
• A Walk through the Mass 
• The role of the Assembly
• Music: Choosing music for Mass 
• Music: The Musician's Role
• Managing Copyright in your parish 
• Formation and training for altar server trainers 
• Sacristan support 
• Formation for leaders  of Children’s Liturgy of the Word 

Please feel welcome to contact the Liturgy Centre and discuss what formation you 
would like to provide for your liturgical ministers throughout the year. 

Email us on: liturgycentre@cda.org.nz 
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w
From the Editor
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

I recently bought myself a Bible - The 
Inclusive Bible. I couldn't be more glad I 
did. It is as though a new and fresh wind 
has blown through the cloisters of my 
mind. For some years I have found the 
ingrained gender bias of more common 
translations heavy. There has been a 
labour attached to reading the text. Yet 
now I find I am often delighted with 
the beauty of the text, encouraged and 
enlivened, broadened in the scope of 
my imagination. 

While doing the Parish-based Treaty 
of Waitangi parish study program in 
the 1980s, I learnt, among many other 
things, that, 'the limits of my language 
are the limits of my world.' These 
words, written by Claudia Orange, were 
in the study text that we were given. 
What do they mean? Quite simply, that 
my language is a fence, a barrier which 
I cannot go past unless, somehow, my 
language is expanded. If my language 
is circumscribed by gender bias, unless 
I somehow slip through a crack in the 
fence and discover that this language 
has limited my world, my world remains 
circumscribed by this particular form of 
language. Once I slip through the crack, 
I discover that there are new horizons 
out there which I previously knew 
nothing about, but now want to explore. 

A century ago, nobody knew about 
the billions of galaxies out there. The 
Hubble telescope slipped through a 
crack in the known world and has 
ever since, been showing us how little 
we knew and how little we know. 
Similarly with language. The scholars 
who compiled The Inclusive Bible 
slipped through the crack in the fence of 
gender-based language. The new world 
is friendly, non-judgmental, inclusive, 
broader, more imaginative and even, I 
think, more prayerful. 

Humility is a garment we are frequently 
asked to wear (Col 3;12). One of the 
qualities of humility, it seems to me, is 
an openess to another point of view, and 
acceptance that,  I might well be wrong. 
Humility is not staunch. Humility 
offers us a lovely way to approach 
all conversations around gender and 
language, whether that language is 
Biblical, Liturgical or conversational. 

In this issue of Liturgy, Tom O'Loughlin 
offers us some stimulating thoughts 
on the language we use to talk about 
Eucharist and how this language shapes 
our understanding. I offer my thanks 
to Tom who is ever-generous in his 
contributions to Liturgy magazine.
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Judith Courtney

Monsignor Paul Farmer explores the 
language of symbol as it relates to the 
Assembly. His conversation helps us 
understand more deeply who we are 
when we gather.

Over the last five years, Dame Lyndsay 
Freer has generously given her time 
to proof read each edition of Liturgy 
magazine as we prepare it for printing. 
Her keen eye, insight, understanding 
and feedback have been invaluable. 
After 37 years of committment and 
service to the Catholic Church, much 
of it in the field of communication, 
Lyndsay has recently resigned. I wish 
Lynsday the very best on the new paths 
she will walk. Dame Lyndsay Freer

The Diocesan Mission Map is the guideline for the communities, of faith 
communities, that make up the Diocese, to guide them in building a strong 

and authentic mission-focused Christian community. 

Through the Diocesan Mission Map, Bishop Stephen Lowe and Bishop 
Michael Gielen urge all the baptised in the Diocese to follow Pope Francis’ 

call to reach out beyond their parish, ethnic community and school 
boundaries to bring the good news and the love of Jesus to all. 

Particularly through:

Strengthening our Catholic communities for missionary discipleship, 
Building up the spirituality of our young people,

Carng for the poor.
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Knowing Our Story                         Manuel Beazley

Manuel is the Vicar for Māori in the Catholic Diocese of Auckland. 
He is of Ngāi Tupoto, Te Rarawa and Ngāti Kaharau, Ngāpuhi descent.

Knowing Our Story, is a series of stories compiled by Manuel Beazley, about the 
land or whenua on which our Tamaki Makaurau-Auckland churches are built. We 
cannot exist separate from place. We live and dwell in a place which has a history, a 
story behind it. Knowing the story adds wholeness to our being, and our being there. 

Panguru - Whakarapa
  St Peter's             

St Peter's Church Panguru
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The well-known settlement on the 
northern Hokianga now known as 
Panguru takes its name from the lofty 
mountain which dominates the area. 
The original name of the mountain is 
“Ponguru”. 

The name has its origin in the great 
navigator Kupe who upon arriving in 
Aotearoa noticed a fire burning atop this 
mountain and so named the mountain 
“Ponguru” which means dense black 
smoke.  The sight of a burning fire was 
disheartening for Kupe who believed 
he was the first to make landfall in the 
area. Kupe therefore is not known to 
have settled or even journeyed on the 
northern side of the Hokianga, rather 
he settled on the southern shores. 

Over time the name Ponguru became 
Panguru. The settlement however was 
originally named Whakarapa, taken 

from the name of the river or stream 
that runs from the Panguru ranges 
down into the Hokianga. The name 
references the action of rubbing a type 
of red soil found near the source of the 
river onto the body to aid the healing 
of injuries, typically those sustained in 
battle. 

In 1923, Dame Whina Cooper (known 
then as Whina Gilbert) ran the 
settlement’s Post Office. She along 
with the residents of the village 
became increasingly frustrated that 
mail destined for Whakarapa was 
being directed to ‘Whakapara’ near 
Whangārei. Whina organised a public 
meeting which resulted in the renaming 
of the settlement to Panguru. It is quite 
common within the village for the 
names of Panguru and Whakarapa to be 
used interchangeably when referring to 
the area. 

Farewell Bishop Michael
On March 7th 2020, Michael Gielen 
was ordained Bishop and took up 
his position as auxilary Bishop 
of Auckland. He leaves us now to 
take up a new position as Bishop 
of Christchurch. We thank Bishop 
Michael for his time, service and 
ministry, much of which has been 
out in the community, celebrating 
Eucharist and welcoming new 
members into the Church. We wish 
you the very best for the path ahead. 
God be with you.

Bishop Michael celebrates Mass with students at St Peter's College.
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How Covid has Changed Liturgy and 
Prayer in Catholic Schools     
                  Two Secondary  Schools Reflect

St Peter's College     Hayden Kingdon                   
Hayden is Associate Headmaster,  Catholic Character and Mission 

What did liturgy and prayer look like 
in the school pre-pandemic?

Prayer is a feature of life in Catholic 
Schools. A snapshot of prayer 
pre-pandemic at St Peter’s College 
involved the whole school. 1,300 
students, gathered outside for prayer 
every morning, listening to the Gospel 
of the day and saying the school prayer. 
There was a daily 2-minute reflection 
at midday and a weekly Mass at Friday 
lunchtime. We have a weekly theme. 
This week’s theme is ‘pray for the 
people of Ukraine.’

We have two big Masses each year at 
the Cathedral. The inaugural Mass at 
the beginning of the year and the St 
Peter’s Day Mass in June. The whole 
school starts every morning outside, 
yard assembly, with prayer. We have a 
two-minute midday reflection, which 
supports the theme of the week. Each 
Friday there is a Mass at lunchtime. 
Attendance is optional.

One of our highlights each year is our 
Quest Retreat for Year 9 students. We 
buddy up a Year 12 Leader with three 

Year 9 students. The Year 12 student 
welcomes the Year 9 students into his 
home, takes them out collecting cans for 
Young Vinnies, hosts them for dinner 
and leads them in shared prayer before 
coming back to school in the evening. 
This experience and the hospitality 
they are shown, always has a big impact 
on the Year 9 students. It is a strong 
faith-formation experience.

Our Kairos retreat is held at the St 
Francis Retreat Centre. This is a 
three day, intensive, faith-formation 
experience, where students reflect 
upon their relationships as evidence 
of God’s love and friendship in their 
lives. They reflect particularly on the 
influence of parents, family members, 
coaches, teachers etc. Old boys of the 
school come in and lead prayer with the 
students. They  reflect on those people 
who have influenced their lives.

How has the pandemic changed that?

Previously we held the Kairos retreat 
three times a year and each retreat 
was filled with students who wanted 
to do it. Now it can only be held once 
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a year. We have not been able to run 
the Quest retreat in the same way as 
the Year 12 boys can no longer host the 
younger students in their homes. We 
have adapted it and run a form of it at 
school, but it doesn’t generate the same 
amount of warmth and hospitality. 
Friday lunchtime Masses have not 
been happening and we were not able 
to celebrate our inaugural Mass at the 
Cathedral this year.

How are we finding new ways to 
grow?

Our ritual of morning prayer outside 
has been able to continue every 
morning, because it has been outside. 
Continuing this has been important. 
We have chosen scripture themes that 
have helped students draw upon their 
faith for resilience. For example, God 
is my rock and fortress. We are using 
this idea in terms of faith formation, 
so that students can draw upon their 

faith for strength, for resilience and as a 
foundation during these times.

We have also been able to respond as 
a community to needs outside our 
school. This helps us fulfil our motto, 
‘To Love and To Serve.’ It also helps us 
follow gospel values and it helps take 
emphasis off our own struggles.

For example, we have been helping St 
Vincent de Paul with canned goods. 
Over the last couple of years they have 
had massive increases in demand 
through Covid. Our community has 
given thousands of cans of food to 
support their work. We have recently 
had a mufti day and raffle to raise 
money for the  Caritas Tonga appeal, 
following the tsunami in Tonga. We 
have held another mufti day to raise 
money for refugees from Ukraine.
In response to the difficulties of the last 
couple of years, prayer and almsgiving 
have been common themes for us. Also, 

we have modelled 
for students, that 
faith is something 
to turn to for 
strength and for 
resilience in times 
of adversity. These 
are things we have 
drawn on as a 
focus during the 
difficult time of the 
pandemic.

St Peter’s Day 2021: With 2 years of disruptions, celebrating St Peter's Day Mass in the Cathedral was a triumph.
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De La Salle College         Kane Raukura

Kane is Assistant Principal for Mission and Chairman NZ Sector Mission Council

What did liturgy and prayer look like 
in the school pre-pandemic?
Pre-pandemic, liturgy and prayer of all 
types was woven intrinsically into the 
everyday life the College. Being a strong 
Pacifica community, which is rooted in 
faith and Church, we openly expressed 
ourselves through daily classroom 
reflections, Thursday weekday masses, 
Feast Day celebrations, the Angelus, 
sacramental support, evangelisation, 
Young Vinnies, jubilee celebrations and 
parish visits.

When we gather en masse, the school 
always shines, and the students 
and wider community truly reflect 
an authentic Catholic community. 
Masses, always a joy, are occasions of 
co-operation, expressions of faith and 
a chance for the boys to sing with their 
wonderful voices. I believe we glow best 

when we are able to be together, pray 
together and break bread together. 

The students greatly appreciate being 
able to express their ‘brotherhood’ and 
they like being allowed to showcase 
their singing and playing. They also get 
a huge amount of joy being with the 
De La Salle Brothers, their parents and 
guardians, and the staff.

How has the pandemic changed that?
After eight months, we have only just 
had our first full school assembly. We  
celebrated our Founders Day on May 
20th, and this was our first full school 
mass since 2021. Thursday Chapel 
masses ceased for many months 
throughout 2021 and the start of 2022. 
The 2021 Sacramental Programme was 
put on hold due to too many disruptions. 
Other Feast Masses were cancelled as 

Founders' Day Mass 2019 Dedication Day Mass 2019
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well. We lost much during lockdown. 
We lost our sense of connection with 
each other, we lost our ability to share 
with each other, we lost a feeling of 
togetherness and became individuals 
seeking community. Our challenge was 
not to become ‘spiritually’ lonely, and 
this was difficult. Humans are social 
creatures, and we require interaction, 
love and unity. 

How are we finding new ways to 
grow?
Ensuring that staff were continuing 
to pray while Zooming with classes 
and meeting with students online was 
essential. I started to publish  the daily 
Gospel reading and a prayer to support  
this. I have continued with this even 
though we are back.

Each day the staff also receive a 
‘Walking Daily with Saint John Baptist 
De La Salle’ – this was already a fixture 
within the College but its value and 
messages became even more relevant 
and consoling during the lockdowns. 

I have been writing these for 15 years 
now. During lockdown, we created 
‘Father and the Bro’s,’ and a 'Fridays 
God Podcast,' which we published on 
Youtube. These were reflection and 
prayer podcasts. We shared these 
through our social media avenues.

Ash Wednesday became an in-house 
classroom liturgy led by staff, and our 
Office of Ministry and Mission provided 
a full powerpoint, lesson plan, and video 
to support. Ashes were distributed 
by the Principal and HoF RE from the 
chapel steps during morning interval 
and lunchtime. 

As we return to some semblance of 
normal, we have reinforced our faith 
by adding new purpose built prayer 
corners in every room in the College; 
in all classrooms, administration areas 
and offices. These have provided a 
clear focus as we return to school life. 
Each class decorated their own and 
the technology faculty helped in the 
creation. So it was wonderful cross 
curricular support of our special 
character. Note laser cut cross and 
liturgical colour stand (below).

Sacramental Mass 2019
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Our weekly masses have resumed 
at lunchtimes and attendance has 
been very strong. We have rotated 
homerooms through hosting 
the masses and this immediate 
expectation of involvement has been 
taken up without hesitation. 

Shortly, a new school wide PA system 
will see the Angelus start again as a 
daily occurrence. 

Despite the challenges and difficulties, 
we are proud of our staff and students. 
We have been creative and resilient 
throughout these last tumultuous two 
years and quite possibly have emerged 
even stronger, even more faith filled 
and joyful than before. 

Self-understanding is always helpful, 
not just for ourselves as individuals, but 
also when we form groups and work 
together. Self-understanding sharpens 
our focus and allows us to develop and 
work towards some vision we aspire 
to. What self-understanding can liturgy 
committees develop, that is helpful to 
their vision, their role and function?

There are two broad dimensions to the 
role of a liturgy committee that can be 
explored in the light of two questions. 
Firstly, what is the liturgy committee 

A Word on Liturgy Committees
Judith Courtney

called to be? Secondly, what is the 
liturgy committee called to do? 

The liturgy calls us into unity. This 
is no less important for the liturgy 
committee itself, which is called to 
be, first of all, a community of love. 
A community of love is built up by 
relationships. 

When we celebrate the liturgy, it is 
love that gathers us, love that forms 
us, love that feeds us and love that 
sends us. Those responsible for the 
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liturgy are therefore first and foremost 
a community of love. It is good for us 
to ponder the nature of God, a trinity, a 
unity of persons, a community in deep 
relationship with one another, three 
persons, always self-emptying for one 
another, a flow of endless love. When 
the liturgy committee has reflected on 
these things and is itself a community 
of love, this will have its echo in the 
liturgy. 

Secondly, the liturgy committee is a 
community of prayer and reflection. 
It will take its own time to deepen 
understanding, to recognise itself as a 
beginner, to reflect on liturgical texts. 
And it will give itself to the quietness 
and slow pace of prayer.

After pondering what we are called to 
be, we turn our attention to what we 
are called to do. There is a whole raft of 
things that vie for our attention. Here, 
Sacrosanctum Concilium directs us.  
The ‘full and active participation by all 
the people is the aim to be considered 
before all else’ SC14. Participation 
in the liturgy is what we are called 
to do. Participation in the liturgy is 
participation in the life of God. God 
draws us in, fills us and sends us out, 
but not if we are merely bystanders 
watching something at the front.

Interestingly, participation is identified 
as the aim that must be considered 
before all else. Reflecting as a 
committee on this, will be fruitful.

What we are called to do, falls 
neatly under five headings. Discern, 
Understand, Manage, Provide and Seek. 

Discern areas of strength and areas of 
need. Always make your discernment 
a gentle and affirming process and 
make 'thank you' a regular part of your 
practice.

Strive to develop your understanding of 
what good liturgy is. As Sing to the Lord, 
Music in Divine Worship says, ‘poor 
liturgy may weaken or damage faith,’ 
STTLMDW5. Unless our understanding of 
good liturgy is well formed, we might 
find that some of what we thought to be 
good liturgy, is not.

Manage the delicate preparation of 
liturgy. The goal is that preparation 
behind the scenes is so good that the 
liturgy flows like a river and people just 
seem to know what to do. The great 
liturgy will look like it just happened 
that way, but we all know that to be 
untrue. Of course, this involves rosters. 
And for a word on rosters, see the back 
cover.

Provide formation for all the ministers. 
The minister we often forget about is 
the Assembly itself, perhaps the most 
important and overlooked participant. 
What formation can be offered?

Finally, seek! Seek to celebrate good 
and beautiful liturgy. 
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Coffee

With Mons
In this interview with Paul Farmer (PF) we (LC) discuss 

LC  Why do we gather?
PF The first thought that comes 
to mind is one of my favourite pieces 
of scripture, Matthew 18:20. ‘Where 
two or three are gathered in my name, 
I am there in their midst.’ What an 
extraordinary promise from Jesus. 
Whenever we gather in his name, 
there he is with us and among us. So 
often we don’t take a lot of notice or 
are not conscious of this extraordinary 
presence. It’s so basic, whether we 
gather for a meeting, or around our 
table for prayer or in the more formal 
context of the Church’s liturgy. Perhaps 
we could all grow in a deeper realisation 
of that promise. The documents of 
the church emphasize this, ‘for in the 
celebration of Mass … Christ is really 
present in the very Assembly gathered 
in his name’ GIRM 27.

LC  Who is the Assembly?
PF We come together as a 
community of the baptized. As Pope 
Francis said speaking to the Pontifical 
Commission for America Latina  
'through baptism and by the anointing 
of the Holy Spirit [the people] are 
consecrated as a spiritual house, a holy 
priesthood. A deeper understanding 
and appreciation of baptism helps us 

understand that we are a community 
and we worship as a community. 
Everyone is part of that holy priesthood, 
from the faithful holy people of God, 
religious and priests, to the Pope 
himself.

LC  Who celebrates the liturgy?
PF Every liturgical celebration 
is an action of Christ the Priest and of 
His Body the Church, (SC 7). It is Christ 
who celebrates the Liturgy and it is the 
community who have gathered, the 
Assembly, who celebrates the Liturgy. 
To do the Liturgy well, everyone has 
to be playing their role. The priest as 
presider has a role. There are various 
ministries to be filled.  And the Assembly 
has a role:  participation. The Assembly 
is there to do the Liturgy.

LC  Is participation important?
PF The Church asks for 
participation that is full, conscious, and 
active. To participate in the liturgy we 
have to be connected. Our participation 
requires mind, heart, soul and body. It is 
by our participation that the fruit of the 
liturgy comes to us. Participation in the 
liturgy is the means by which people 
acquire ‘the true Christian Spirit,’ (SC 14).

The Assembly
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LC  Why did the Church have 
rules about attendance?
PF Attendance is not a good word. 
The Church wants our participation, not 
our attendance. Over the centuries, the 
law of obligation has tended to obscure 
the real meaning of worshipping 
together on Sunday. As a result, all too 
many people 'attend' Sunday worship 
because it is a law rather than out of 
their need to express their faith, draw 
nourishment from the Eucharistic 
celebration and participate in the 
action of the Liturgy. The Eucharist 
is the privilege of the baptized. The 
rule about attending Mass on Sunday, 
is not to burden Catholics. The point 
is to make one thing very plain: each 
baptized person of this parish is needed 
here on Sunday! What we do here needs 
all of us. We aren’t obliged to come and 
watch. We are obliged to come and do. 

LC  Why is it important that the 
people gather?
PF The actions of the Eucharist are 
not done by an individual. They are done 
by the Church which has assembled. 
The Body of Christ is proclaiming itself 
to be the Body of Christ. We come to 
Church not to pray alone for an hour or 
so, we come to place ourselves beside 
brothers and sisters and to give all we 
have to give to the work of the Church. 
The liturgy is an action of Christ and 
the Church, an action of Christ and the 
Assembly, the people gathered. The 
people must be present to take up their 
part in this. Sunday is the day of the 
Church, the day of the Eucharist, the day 

of the Resurrection, the first day of the 
week. On that day we come together as 
the community of the resurrection, the 
community of the baptised to celebrate 
again the dying and the rising of Jesus. 
All of us, every Catholic is needed in this 
community on a Sunday. The Church has 
always been strong in its obligation for 
Catholics to come to Mass on Sundays. 
Sadly we often reduce this to legalism, 
and we have ended up very often just 
coming and watching. What we really 
need to be about is coming and doing. 

LC  A sacrament is a visible sign 
of an invisible reality. Is the Assembly 
a sacrament?
PF The Assembly is a sacrament. 
The Assembly, the people gathered, is a 
sign of a hidden reality. When we gather, 
we are visible. We are a people who 
stand together, who speak together, 
who sing together, who listen together, 
who pray together. This outward sign 
comes to fullness when we share a 
common loaf and a common cup. These 
are very rich symbols. The better and 
richer the symbol, the more clearly and 
more fruitfully we encounter the hidden 
reality. What is the hidden reality? It is 
our oneness, our unity, in Christ. We are 
all ‘in Christ.’ St Paul used that phrase 
many times, ‘in Christ', or 'en Christo.’ 
The hidden reality is Christ and who we 
are in Christ. The deeper realities are 
always deeper than our minds can take 
on, deeper than we can grasp, because 
we are dealing with mystery. But the 
visible signs need to be strong enough 
to engage the Assembly and allow it 
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to sense the deeper reality which is 
present and which is always calling us 
to go further, deeper. 

LC  What changes if the symbols 
are not rich?
PF The symbols have a lot of work 
to do so the symbols we use must be 
strong. The symbols have to bear the 
weight of the hidden reality, so that 
the hidden reality can be touched 
and encountered by the people. For 
example, the bread we use needs to 
look like real food (GIRM 321). Then, in 
a deeper way we come to encounter 
Christ as the bread of our lives.

LC  Why does unity matter? Why 
can't I just be me, do things my way?
PF We are expressing our 
common baptism, we are expressing 
our common faith in Christ. This is 
important and we can’t do this fully on 
our own. We need each other. It is also 
the nature of God, we have Father, Son 
and Spirit, the Trinitarian Community, 
the Trinitarian Unity. Jesus prayed that 
we would be one as he and the Father 
are one, John 17:21. In a culture that is 
very focused on individualism and self, 
it’s very hard to get this understanding 
of community and unity. In the liturgy, 
we are not individuals. We are one body.

LC  What might help our 
understanding of unity develop?
PF Posture is very important. It 
seems to me that as a general principle 
the people and the priest should be in 
the same posture and this makes the 

unity of the people gathered, the unity 
of the baptized clearer. We all stand 
for the Introductory Rites. Priest and 
people sit for the first two readings and 
the Psalm.  We all stand for the Gospel. 
We stand for the Creed and the Prayer 
of the Faithful. Yet when we get to the 
table of the Eucharist, the priest stands 
and everybody else kneels. We have to 
understand that this is our table, not 
the priest’s table. Going back in the 
history of the Church, people and priest 
both stood for the Eucharistic Prayer. 
There is a false idea that kneeling is 
more reverent than any other posture. 
We’ve always kept the tradition in the 
liturgy of standing for the Gospel, the 
high point of the Liturgy of the Word. 
The Eucharistic Prayer is the high point 
of the Eucharistic Liturgy. It would seem 
appropriate to stand for the Eucharistic 
Prayer also. With a common posture we 
are more visible as a unity.

LC  Anything else?
PF Yes. Church design. Many 
churches continue to be designed for a 
pre-Vatican II liturgy where the priest 
is on a platform up the front. This is 
more like a hall structure than a church 
structure. Church design is important 
because it effects what we do and 
how we do it. When people are seated 
to watch, it is all going on up there, 
then people have become spectators, 
an audience. This is exactly what the 
Assembly is not. The Assembly is the 
minister who with the priest and with 
Christ carries out the action of the 
liturgy.
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Thomas O'Loughlin

'Giving' or 'Sharing'
  - How we think about the Eucharist.

In everyday life, our experience tells us 
– unconsciously – when it is appropriate 
to use the verb ‘to give’ and when it 
is appropriate to use ‘to share.’ So we 
might ask someone to ‘please give me 
that book lying there’ or ‘I gave him the 
money’ or ‘she should give that form to 
… ’ or ‘give that pot a stir.’ On the other 
hand, ‘we share tasks between us,’ we 
offer to share burdens in the hope of 
halving them, and, most significantly, in 
English, sharing is the verb used of food 
items divided between people: ‘shall 
we share that last piece?’1 A moment’s 
reflection on these two verbs shows 
that while the different usages may 
seem trivial, they make very different 
assumptions about our relationships 
with those to whom we give things and 
with whom we share things.

Giving something assumes ownership 
in some way or other, and then its 
transfer. I have something, and I give 
it to you. You have something and you 
are prepared to give it to me. What 
was once in the domain, power, and 
possession of one person is transferred 
to another as a gift, an exchange, or as 
right. The demand ‘Give me my due, 

I have a right to it!’ could not easily 
be rephrased in terms of sharing. 
By contrast, sharing assumes that 
ownership and control is common 
between all involved. It is because it is 
ours, not mine or yours, that we share 
it. It is ours to start with, and it remains 
ours – and to make it solely mine or for 
you to take it as yours would be to act 
inappropriately. However, while neither 
you nor I can take it all, we can both 
have all that we should have: shares. 
Sharing assumes that our rights are 
held in common and respecting each 
other is essential to our relationship. 
While actions of giving and taking 
merely suppose an ordered neutrality, 
or some force acting as the defender 
of the peace, sharing presupposes 
society and every act of sharing further 
develops and enhances that society. We 
can see that the distinction between 
‘giving’ and ‘sharing’ maps exactly on 
to the distinction made by theologians 
between ‘a contract’ (in essence a treaty 
and a vehicle for commence) and ‘a 
covenant’ (in essence a relationship, 
often imagined, as in the prophet 

 1 See S. Charsley, ‘Interpretation and Custom: The Case of 
the Wedding Cake,’ Man n.s. 22(1987)104.
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Hosea, in terms of marriage imagery). 
Likewise, the relationship of human 
religion with the divine can be seen in 
terms of ‘deals,’ whereby we trade with 
the gods for safety and success: humans 
give the gods something they want, 
the gods give people what the people 
want. The exact opposite to this notion 
of deals with God is the relationship of 
love we profess in the Paschal Mystery. 
The Paschal Mystery initiates the 
new covenant: the Lord shares in our 
lives that we might share in his. We, 
as Christians, do not barter with God 
– though this is a constant temptation 
– but exist through sharing in his 
goodness. Then sharing in the goodness 
of God requires us, as an extension of 
love, to share with our fellow human 
beings, and especially with the poor. 
Sharing in demands sharing with.

So what of the Eucharist? Clearly, this 
is a place of sharing par excellence. 
We share in the Christ’s praise of the 
Father, we share in his Spirit dwelling 
within us, we become sharers in the 
new covenant, and we share in the meal 
at his table! Then being joyful in God’s 
love for us, God’s sharing, we share with 
the needs of others – this is the origin of 
the collection.

The eucharistic verbs are all linked 
to sharing, participating, and acting 
together – this is what we notice when 
we sit down and think about it. But when 
it comes to the sphere of action, we all 
very quickly move into the familiar 

groove of ‘giving’ and ‘taking.’ We move 
from the world of covenant and sharing 
into the trading world of contract. So, 
in practice, there is the task of ‘giving 
out Communion’; ‘the priest gave out 
communion; or the president asks a 
minister ‘will you give out communion 
over there?’ Similarly, in most Catholic 
churches the cup ‘is not given to the 
laity.’ While the liturgists may point 
out that ‘communion should not 
normally be given from the tabernacle,’ 
all would agree that ‘after you have 
given communion you should put any 
remaining hosts [note this word does 
not remind us of parts of a loaf broken 
for sharing] in the tabernacle.’ This 
range of language continues with such 
statements as ‘I got communion,’ ‘she 
received communion,’ and ‘I went to 
get Mass and communion on Saturday 
night.’

Banquet v. Fast Food
More to the point, this is not simply a 
matter of language: our experience 
of participation in the Eucharistic 
meal is more adequately described 
in terms of ‘giving’ / ‘taking’ than 
‘sharing.’ Imagine the scene on a 
Sunday morning: a line or a queue 
shuffling up for an encounter with a 
minister that lasts but seconds, each 
getting a pre-cut individual package. 
Then while the first person turns to 
return to his or her place, the minister 
is ready to give a similar individualised 
product to the next person. Long before 
fast-food restaurants had worked out 
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the processing of people though their 
‘fast-food’ systems (systems that are 
the very antithesis of a banquet), our 
liturgy had adopted remarkably similar 
processes – but we kept, officially at 
least, the language of banquets, feasts, 
and sharing.

That there is such a gap between what 
we formally proclaim and the way we 
think about the Eucharist in our actual 
Eucharistic activity, there follows for 
many people a deep inner tension and 
confusion about the whole matter. This 
tension is rarely aired in words, but 
does not surprise anyone who has seen 
our ordinary weekly celebrations.2  One 
can try to brush this off as a case of ‘poor 
catechesis’ or the survival of ‘older 
attitudes’ which only alter gradually – 
though attitudes to many other aspects 
of life, and the language appropriate to 
them, have changed more profoundly in 
a shorter time than that separating us 
from Vatican II – and, no doubt, there 
is truth in both points. But the fact 
remains: there is a massive mis-match 
between what we say we believe and 
the language used in the liturgy on the 
one hand, and our actual experience, 
our doing of the activity of eucharist, 
on the other. Moreover, saying that it 
is lack of understanding fails to take 
account of what people experience for 
themselves at the liturgy: our actions 
‘speak’ about ‘getting communion’ not 
of sharing at a banquet.

When such dissonances arise in any 

area of our lives, our responses roughly 
fall into one of four categories. On one 
extreme, some will deny the dissonance 
by appealing to the need for a lofty 
vantage point. If one, for example, could 
really see what politicians were doing 
to serve the people one would realise 
just how lucky we are to have them! 
In this case, if one had a spiritually 
alert understanding one would ‘see 
beyond these mere material facts’ 
to ‘the meaning.’ Whatever about 
such apologies from politicians, the 
second example of special pleading 
is inadequate because it denies the 
rationale inherent in a sacramental 
liturgy. It is precisely in the doing and 
experiencing of the liturgy, located in 
the realm of our senses, that we are to 
encounter the mystery.

The other extreme reaction is to assume 
it is all just a conspiracy to mislead 
the gullible: nice words to cover real 
intentions, a fist in velvet, a wolf 
wrapped in wool. To those who react 
in this way the result with be alienation 
from the Eucharist: it is just more of 
the empty rhetoric of a group with 
nothing to offer. This reaction is rarely 
verbalised: people who feel this vote 
with their feet – and we could all name 
someone, perhaps a child or a sibling, 
who had disappeared from the Church 
because it is all just ‘empty words.’

In between are those who assume that 
there is some aspect of the whole affair 
 2 See T. O’Loughlin, ‘Eucharistic Celebrations: the Chasm 
between Idea and Reality,’ New Blackfriars 91(2010)423-38.
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that they ‘just don’t get.’ They hear the 
words but they make little sense, so they 
just follow it all ‘as best they can’ and 
hope that will be ‘enough.’ Perhaps, they 
imagine, if they were priests or nuns or 
very holy they would appreciate all this 
stuff about ‘sharing at the table of the 
Lord’ and ‘participating in the Paschal 
Mystery’ that are without counterparts 
in experience. But sadly they do not: 
so they just ‘get communion’ and leave 
the rest to others. So the liturgy is not 
a function of all the baptised – which 
since Vatican II has been our explicit 
claim – but is inchoately perceived as a 
two-level affair where some are really 
‘on the inside,’ while the rest, them 
included, are in a lower sphere. This 
approach, a bottom-up Gnosticism, then 
means that they see their role as passive 
within the liturgy: they do not need to 
be bothered with such matters taking 
part in ministries and the like because 
that level of participation belongs to the 
initiates. From the perspective of the 
Church, this entirely natural reaction 
to liturgical experience, is destructive 
of the whole vision of the renewed 
liturgy of full, conscious and active 
participation by all the faithful which is 
demanded by the liturgy’s own nature.3 

The fourth reply is to view the liturgy 
in an individualistic and consumerist 
manner. ‘They’ (those who produce 
liturgy, the product I want) have to 
go through the motions – elaborate 
words, gestures, and so forth – but that 
is merely the necessary ritual process 
(and they can do it however they like); 

while I am there for what it means to 
me. So long as I get my private moment 
with Jesus, my communion, my ‘fill’ of 
grace, my time to say my prayers, then 
the rest is just detail: their problem. 
Just as someone wanting his car fixed 
will dismiss the technical explanation 
of an enthusiastic mechanic with ‘you 
can spare me the details’; so this last 
liturgical participant treats the liturgy 
– just as long as their needs are served. 
So the carefully prepared celebration 
is just a more drawn out version of the 
‘quickie Mass’ – and blessed is that cleric 
who delivers it while avoiding sermons 
and skipping the ‘optional extras’! As 
with the third reaction, this behaviour, 
which was for so long sanctioned by the 
Church and encouraged by the forms of 
celebration, simply breeds a disaffection 
that is destructive of the liturgy and faith 
over the longer term.

Actions not just words
The rivalry of two perspectives of ‘giving’ 
/ ‘taking’ and ‘sharing’ / participating’ 
are so fundamental to our understanding 
of liturgy that we fail to even notice 
them most of the time. On noticing them 
the first response is to imagine that 
this is just a matter of language – and 
it is a matter of language. Hence, one 
needs to find new ways to avoid saying 
‘distributing holy communion’ or ‘going 
up to [get] communion.’

But, immediately, another problem is 
encountered: we, as human beings, 
really love to use words that are not 
 3 Sacrosanctum Concilium, n. 14.
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full of fluff, we actually like calling a 
spade a spade! Imagine asking Mrs 
Smith (a minister of the Eucharist) 
‘to assist in sharing the broken loaf.’ 
Or asking Mr Murphy ‘to facilitate his 
fellow celebrants [all the baptised are 
celebrants, the ordained preside] to 
participate in the cup.’ Mrs Smith would 
say ‘eh?’; while Murphy would imagine 
he was reading a politically correct 
office memo, and you, the questioner, 
would feel you were being a pompous 
clown. This does not mean those words 
are wrong – they express the vision of 
the liturgy – but the experience, what is 
actually done, is inadequate. Action is at 
fault, not words.

If we are to share in the Eucharist, 
participate around the Lord’s table in 
his supper, be drawn into his Paschal 
Mystery, then the liturgy (a matter of 
empirical human signs) must express 
itself in what we do, eat, and drink. We 
pulled out ‘altars’ so that presidents 
could stand behind them, but did not 
realise that was so that people could 
gather around them as tables.4  We 
translated the liturgy so that now 
everyone could hear about sharing at 
that table, but we continue using pre-cut 
individualist wafers - the earliest 
example of consumerist fast-food - 
that only by dint of imagination can be 
linked with our notion of ‘bread’ and 
which wholly fails to express the reality 
of the broken, shared, one loaf of which 
each of us is a part in Christ (1 Cor 10:17). 
We have let people hear, ‘drink this,’ 
but the cup remains firmly within the 

clerical circle and the one cup of the 
Lord - which discipleship challenges 
us to drink5  - is firmly withheld. In 
withholding this basic symbol of 
our unity in Christ (1 Cor 10:16) as the 
baptised, our action proclaims disunity: 
a two-tier church of mere followers and 
the full initiates. It all draws out the 
deep division between ‘getting Mass’ 
and ‘sharing in the Eucharist.’

There is, at present, as we prepare for 
the Synod on synodality in 2023, a 
deep-seated desire among Catholics 
for a renewal of the Church, and 
central to that process is a restoration 
of its credibility: the alignment, or 
re-alignment, of its deeds with words 
and aspirations. These are issues that 
come up time after time in consultations 
within dioceses on synodality and 
the need to move towards becoming 
what Pope Francis calls ‘a synodal 
Church.’6  We may look to programmes, 
movements, or even the pope for such 
re-invigoration, but if we believe our 
claims that the Eucharist is central to 
Christian living, then until our words 
and actions there are re-jigged, do we 
not perpetuate the dysfunction? So 
when was the last time you felt that you 
shared the loaf with the person next to 
you around the Lord’s table? Or, if you 
are a presider: when did you last give 
communion from the tabernacle?  

 4 See T. O’Loughlin, ‘At the Lord’s Table,’ Music and 
Liturgy 38/3 [n. 346](2012)10-13.
5 See T. O’Loughlin, ‘The Cup of Discipleship,’ The Pasto-
ral Review 10/1(2014)38-42.
6 See T. O’Loughlin, ‘Synodality Virtues: Baptismal Aware-
ness,’ La Croix International, 7 February 2022.
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Guidelines for Musicians

Liturgy Centre  Catholic Diocese of Auckland 

The “full and active participation by all the people is the aim to be 
considered before all else; for it is the primary and indispensable 

source from which the faithful are to derive the true Christian 
spirit.” Sacrosanctum Concilium 14

Sacrosanctum Concilium calls for the ‘full and active 
participation’ of all the people and says that this ‘is the 
aim to be considered before all else.’ These are strong 
words and speak directly to the work of parish musicians. 
The ‘aim to be considered before all else,’ raises two 
questions for musicians to think about.
1. What music and texts will bring about the full and 
active participation  of the people in the music of the 
mass? 
2. What can musicians do to engage an assembly fully in 
song?

Music has a function in the celebration of the Mass. The 
function of each musical part is identified in the General 
Instruction of the Roman Missal. ‘The ritual dimension of 
sacred music refers to those ways in which it is ‘connected 
with the liturgical action’ so that it accords with the 
structure of the liturgy.’ STTL 68

Connecting the ritual dimension of sacred music - to 
the liturgical action.

The Mass Setting

The Mass setting is one piece of music. It includes 
the Gloria, Gospel Acclamation, Holy Holy, Memorial 
Acclamation, Amen and Lamb of God. It is ideal to use 
one Mass setting for any one Mass. An assembly needs 

“Mother Church 
earnestly desires 

that all the faithful 
should be led to that 
fully conscious, and 

active participation in 
liturgical celebrations 
which is demanded by 
the very nature of the 

liturgy.” 
Sacrosanctum Concilium 14

‘The ritual dimension 
of sacred music refers 
to those ways in which 

it is ‘connected with 
the liturgical action’ so 
that it accords with the 
structure of the liturgy.’ 

STTL 68
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Guidelines for Musicians
to be able to sing their Mass setting with confidence.  
Frequently changing the Mass setting is not ideal. Mass 
settings are best changed with changing Liturgical 
seasons in order to give emphasis to the different nature 
of each Liturgical season. 

The Entrance or Gathering Song

The entrance / gathering or opening hymn has four 
functions 
- Open the celebration
- Foster the unity of those who have been gathered
- Introduce people’s thoughts to the mystery of  
 the liturgical year
- Accompany the procession of priests and   
 ministers. 
Since this piece of music must foster the unity of all who 
are gathered, it is important that all can sing this hymn 
with confidence and ease. 

The Psalm 

We listen to the first reading. We respond to the first 
reading firstly in silence and secondly by singing the 
psalm. The psalm is a sung prayer. Ideally, it will  be the 
psalm of the day that is used, but the GIRM does allow 
the use of Common Psalms. Common Psalms can be 
repeated over several Sundays. They can be found in the 
Lectionary. Ideally, the psalm is always sung and it may 
be sung as a responsorial psalm or as a chant.

Song or Hymn at the Preparation of the Gifts

- The purpose of music at the preparation of the gifts is 
to  accompany the procession.
- The music ends when the gifts are placed on the altar or 

After the First Reading 
follows the Responsorial 

Psalm, which is an 
integral part of the 

Liturgy of the Word and 
which has great liturgical 
and pastoral importance, 
since it fosters meditation 

on the Word of God. 
The Responsorial Psalm 

should correspond to 
each reading and should 

usually be taken from the 
Lectionary. GIRM61

When the people are 
gathered, and as the 
Priest enters with the 
Deacon and ministers, 

the Entrance Chant 
begins. Its purpose is to 

open the celebration, 
foster the unity of 

those who have been 
gathered, introduce 
their thoughts to the 

mystery of the liturgical 
time or festivity, 

and accompany the 
procession of the Priest 
and ministers. GIRM 47
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While the Priest is 
receiving the Sacrament, 

the Communion Chant 
is begun, its purpose 
being to express the 
spiritual union of the 

communicants by means 
of the unity of their 

voices, to show gladness 
of heart, and to bring 
out more clearly the 

‘communitarian’
character of the 

procession to receive the 
Eucharist. The singing 

is prolonged for as long 
as the 

Sacrament is being 
administered to the 

faithful...
Care should be taken that 
singers, too, can receive 
Communion with ease.

GIRM86

when the priest washes his hands. This means the music 
may need to continue after the singing has ended. It is 
important to connect the music with the procession.
- It may reflect words or phrases from any of the readings. 
This can assist people’s reflection on the readings.
- It might offer reflection on the Church season or 
festivity being celebrated on that day.
- It should not be a major musical piece as this is a low 
point of the Mass. The Holy Holy has more importance. 

Communion Song or Hymn 

At Communion, we eat and drink the Body of Christ - we 
become the Body of Christ: one holy united people. The 
Communion song or hymn has the important function 
of drawing out and helping us grasp this unity that we 
have in Christ.

The Communion hymn has three main functions
-  To express the spiritual union of the communicants  
     by means of the unity of their voices
-  To show gladness of heart
-  To bring out more clearly the ‘communitarian’ character 
of the procession to receive the Eucharist.

It is important to note this emphasis on unity. The music 
starts while the priest is receiving Communion. The 
whole assembly joins in song. We sing as we move in 
procession. This gives assent to our unity. It might be 
helpful if music ministers go to Communion last. They 
need to time the hymn to end so they are able to take 
Communion with dignity and without rushing. On some 
occasions, there might be a hymn after Communion, but 
generally when everyone has taken part in Communion, 
there is a time of silence, allowing for silent prayer.

The procession bringing 
the gifts is accompanied 
by a Chant  which contin-
ues at least until the gifts 
have been placed on the 
altar. The norms on the 

manner of singing are the 
same as for the Entrance 

Chant. GIRM74
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Song or Hymn at the End of Mass

Mass ends when the people are dismissed - the Dismissal. 
The hymn that we sing at the end of Mass, after the 
Dismissal is not mentioned in the Rite and so is not part 
of the Liturgy, although it is customary. Since this is the 
time when people are sent forth to take the love and 
peace of Christ to the world, to be the Body of Christ in 
the world, if a song is included, it is appropriate that it 
be a song of mission.   A song that reminds people that 
‘Brother sister let me serve you’ is what we now go to do. 
The hymn should be short. 

Silence

Silence is the fertile soil in which the word of God might 
take root. Musicians need to be careful to create space 
for silence. Silence does not mean playing music quietly, 
though there might be some times this is appropriate. 
Silence requires an absence of music. The silent spaces 
as indicated by the General Instruction are;
- After each inviation to pray
- After the first reading (ie before the Psalm)
- After the second reading 
- After the homily
- After each petition in the Prayer of the Faithful
-  After Communion 

The Nature of the Liturgy and the 
Timing of Music:

To realise the beauty which is part of the inherent nature 
of the liturgy, the liturgy must be celebrated in such a way 
that it flows from one element to the next. It is important 
that musicians understand the need for this flow and 
that they bring forth the music in a way that allows this 

Sacred silence also, 
as part of the 

celebration, is to 
be observed at the 

designated times. Its 
nature,

however,depends on the 
moment when it occurs 
in the different parts of 

the celebration. For in the 
Penitential Act and again 

after the invitation to 
pray, individuals recollect 

themselves; whereas 
after a reading or after 

the Homily, all meditate 
briefly on what they 

have heard; then after 
Communion, they praise 
God in their hearts and 

pray to him.
GIRM 45
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to happen. Music is a servant of the liturgy. The purpose 
of music at any time is to support the liturgy, that is, to 
support the action, prayer or intention of the liturgy as we 
move through the Mass.
1. It is important to play music at an appropriate 
tempo.  Music which is too slow or too fast hinders 
participation.
2. Much of the music requires an introduction of 
good length so that people may prepare to sing.
3. Acclamations are by their nature shouts of 
joy or affirmation, short sharp cries. They are more 
spontaneous and their introductions need to be short (or 
even removed) so that the litugy can flow. The Holy Holy, 
Memorial Acclamation, Amen, and Gospel Acclamation, 
are acclamations.

Māori Dimension

We acknowledge the NZ Bishops' document Kaupapa 
Māori / Māori Dimension and the guidance it contains 
for a Māori Dimension to be present in the liturgy. This 
document asks that the Māori Dimension be included in 
liturgy. There are four aspects to the Māori Dimension; 
text, art, waiata (song or music)  and perspective. 

In order to respond positively to this request, it is 
important that we include waiata, hymns in te reo 
Māori. It is important to encourage our communities to 
learn some waiata and to maintain them in the parish 
repertoire. Parishes need encouragement and regular 
opportunity to sing these waiata.

Choirs and Musical Ensembles

Choirs and musical ensembles are encouraged. They need 
to take care that their musical leadership is in service of 
and supports the liturgy, and fosters the participation of 
the faithful. The primary purpose of a choir or musical 
ensemble is to make it more possible for the assembly 

Ensure the distinctive 
identity 

of the Catholic Church in 
Aotearoa New Zealand 

with its Māori dimension is 
present in the liturgy.

NZCBC’s Terms of Reference 
for NLO 2015 1.2b

The Importance of 
Singing

The Christian faithful 
who come to

gether as one in 
expectation of the
Lord’s coming are 
instructed by the

Apostle Paul to sing 
together Psalms, hymns, 

and spiritual canticles 
( Col3: 16). 

Singing is the sign of the 
heart’s joy 
(Acts 2: 46). 
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to participate fully in singing the parts of the Mass which 
properly belong to them. Care needs to be taken that the 
parish has a repertoire of songs which they are able to 
sing with confidence and that those who choose music 
select from this repertoire.

Repertoire

A parish requires a repertoire. Music needs to be 
regularly chosen from this repertoire. Sometimes the 
music director or music ministry team might decide 
to introduce new music. This new music needs to be 
supported at all parish masses, played consistently by 
each musician and played each week for several weeks. 
Avoid introducing new music as an entrance hymn. 
Conversely, a music ministry team might decide that 
some of their music is no longer appropriate and ‘retire’ 
some of their songs or hymns. 

Choirs of Various Ethnicities

Parishes might be fortunate enough to have choirs of 
different ethnicities. This is a good thing and provides 
opportunity to grow in unity and in understanding 
of our diversity. While the principles of unity and 
participation remain important, these choirs need 
opportunity to sing in their own language, perhaps the 
hymn at the preparation of the gifts or at Communion. 
Encouragement and support for the whole assembly to 
sing in a language other than English is encouraged. 

Visiting Choirs

From time to time, a parish might host a visiting choir. 
This is a good thing and provides opportunity to grow in 
unity and in understanding of our diversity. The visitors 
are really performing a ministry in the parish, much as 
a visiting priest might. In this sense it is a service to the 
community. The principles of unity and participation 

Thus St Augustine says 
rightly, 

‘Singing is for one who
loves’,  

and there is also an 
ancient proverb: 

‘Whoever sings well 
prays twice over ...

Great importance should 
therefore be attached to 
the use of singing in the 
celebration of the Mass, 
with due consideration 

for the culture of peoples 
and abilities of each 
liturgical assembly. 

Although it is not always 
necessary (e.g., in 

weekday Masses) to sing
all the texts that are in 

principle meanto be 
sung, every care should 
be taken that singing by 

the ministers and the 
people not be absent in 
celebrations that occur 
on Sundays and on Holy 

days of Obligation.
However, in the choosing 
of the partactually to be 
sung, preference is tbe 

given to those that are of 
greater importance and 

especially to those which 
are to be sung by the 

Priest or the Deacon or 
a reader, with the people 
replying, or by the Priest 

and people together.
GIRM 39,40,41
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remain important. Music still needs to come from the 
parish repertoire so that the assembly can participate 
fully in the Mass. This should be given priority.

Teamwork

Successful music  ministry in a parish requires teamwork. 
Music is a servant of the liturgy and musicians in this 
sense are a servant of the worshipping community. 
The needs of a faith community over successive weeks 
means that musicians need to work together to ensure 
continuity with regard to choice of Mass setting, choice of 
music and consistent support for the introduction of new 
music. Ensuring the full participation of people needs to 
be a shared goal of music ministry teams. Furthermore, 
musicians are part of the worshipping assembly. Like 
the rest of the assembly, they must listen attentively to 
the Word, take part in the prayers and silences of the 
Mass and respond in the dialogues. All music needs to be 
prepared in advance of the liturgy. 

Ongoing Formation

Since the liturgy is the source from which people are to 
derive the true Christian spirit, it holds great importance 
in the life of the Church.  It is important therefore, that 
musicians participate in ongoing formation and remain 
open to deepening their understanding of the mystery of 
the Mass. Sing to the Lord notes that poor celebrations 
may weaken faith. Poor celebrations are therefore to 
be avoided and musicians need to seek formation in 
order to develop their understanding of  good liturgy, 
deepen their knowedge of liturgical documents and 
understand more fully the place of music in making 
its contribtution to good liturgy. Seeking formation 
annually is appropriate.

There should be harmony 
and diligence among 

all those involved in the 
effective preparation of 

each liturgical celebration 
in accordance with the 

Missal and other liturgical 
books, both as regards 
the rites and as regards 

the pastoral and musical 

aspects. GIRM #111 

Pastoral musicians should 
receive appropriate 

formation that is based 
on their baptismal call to 

discipleship; that grounds 
them in a love for and 

knowedge of Scripture, 
Catholic teaching, Liturgy 

and music; and that 
equips them with the 
musical, liturgical and 

pastoral skills to serve the 
Church at prayer. 

STTL MIDW #50
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Copyright

Copyright requirements need to be observed. The 
Diocese of Auckland offers the option of a group 
licence with Onelicence to parishes. To comply with 
requirements, musicians and parishes need to;

1.  Ensure all music is appropriately attributed 
when words are projected or copied.
2.  Report the use of all music (excluding that which 
is in the Public Domain) to Onelicence. This needs to be 
done regularly on a weekly or monthly basis.
3.  Ensure each musician has a purchased and 
printed copy of the music.  This is appropriate even if 
a musician plays by ear, since the music being played 
still has a composer and a publisher who own the 
music. For each piece of music owned by the parish, one 
convenience copy may be made. 
4.  Pay the annual fee.

For more information on copyright, see the guidelines on 
the Diocesan website.

Singing is the sign of the heart’s joy. We sing because we must!

God has bestowed upon 
his people the gift of song. 

God dwells within each 
human person, 

in the place where music 
takes its source. 

Indeed, 
God, the giver of song, 

is present
whenever his people sing 

his praises.
A cry from deep within 

our being, music is a way 
for God to lead us to the 

realm of
higher things.
STTLMDW #1

Image - used with permission 
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Processional Song: 
 Canticle of the Sun 
As the processional song is sung, each of 
these items are carried forward (separately) 
and placed on the table which has been 
prepared (attractively) to receive them. 
Plan beforehand how you want the items 
to be arranged. In addition to these items, 
9 candles are needed. These candles can 
be different types and sizes, as the stars of 
Matariki are different sizes. These candles 
will be used later in the prayer. 

Items to be placed on table; 
Cloth, large bowl with dirt or sand (that the 
candles can later be stood up in), open Bible, 
potted edible plant, fairy lights.

Welcome: People need to be warmly 
welcomed to this space and this time 
of prayer.

Introduction: 
 Matariki - an explanation
It is good to contemplate our sense of 
place in the cosmos. From the earliest 
humans and still today, people have 
always taken a keen interest in the 
starry skies. The constellations have 
been, and even though we know so 
much more about them now, still are, 
a source of wonder. From Psalm 8 we 
hear, ‘When I behold your heavens, the 

work of your fingers, the moon and the 
stars which you set in place, what is 
humanity that you should be mindful 
of us? Who are we that you should 
care for us?’ It is difficult to be outside 
on a starlit night and not be captured 
by a sense of wonder. The stars have 
practical uses too, having been used as 
an aid to navigation and as an indicator 
of the seasons. 

At this time of year, the cluster 
Matariki, also known as Pleiades, The 
Seven Sisters or M45 reappears above 
the horizon, after having dipped below 
the horizon for some weeks. When this 
cluster, Matariki, reappeared in the 
very early morning sky, it signified the 
beginning of the New Year and people 
knew it was time to prepare the soil 
and plant crops. Other meanings were 
also signified in the setting and rising 
of this star cluster. As the star cluster 
set, it was a time to remember those 
who had died during the past year. 
As the star cluster rose, it was time to 
consider the rising of the dead who 
were now joining the stars of the night 
sky. It was a time to plan for the future, 
a time to look forward in hopefulness, 
a time to be with whanau and friends. 

The advent of the New Year holds an 

flickr The Pleiades Luis Agerich

A Catholic Prayer to Honour and Celebrate 
Matariki
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important place in the Māori calendar 
and is rich with meaning. Customs vary 
among different iwi. While all celebrate 
the New year, some iwi use the rising 
of the star Puanga (Rigel), rather 
than the Matariki cluster, to signify 
the beginning of the New Year, as the 
Matariki cluster cannot be easily seen 
from all localities. 

We gather now in love, in aroha to 
celebrate, be drawn into, and pray over 
the wonder of this time.

Opening Prayer
Kia īnoi tātou – let us pray. E te Atua, 
God of the cycles and patterns of the 
universe and all living things whose 
ways we only begin to comprehend, 
open our hearts to the wonder of the 
natural world, to your incarnation 
throughout creation, and to your 
presence with and in us now. 
All - Amen

Remembering
Some weeks ago, the star cluster 
Matariki set. It did not rise again the 
next evening. There are people we 
love, whose lives have set, who have 
died, and who we miss deeply. You are 
invited to bring those people to mind 
now. 
Remember their name (pause), 
their face (pause), 
their presence (pause), 

how they blessed you (pause), 
and how you blessed them (pause). 
Just as Matariki now rises, let it be a 
reminder to you, that so too, our loved 
ones rise to new life. 
All – May they rest in peace. Amen.

Litany of Mercy
Reader: E te Atua, generous God, 
by the light of the Southern stars, 
te marama o ngā whetu, you guided 
the great traveller Kupe to this land, 
Aotearoa, a land teeming with life and 
steeped in natural wonder.
All - Response: You are kind in all your 
ways, your mercy knows no end.
Reader: E te Atua, generous God, 
by the light of the Southern stars, te 
marama o ngā whetu, you guided the 
voyaging waka to this land, Aotearoa, a 
land rich in food and natural resources.
All - Response: 
Reader: E te Atua, generous God, 
by the light of the Southern stars, te 
marama o ngā whetu, you guided the 
ship Endeavour and all who followed 
her to this great land, Aotearoa, a land 
that nursed the hopes and dreams of 
many travellers.
All - Response: 
Reader: E te Atua, generous God, 
by the light of the Southern stars, 
te marama o ngā whetu, you guided 
all who travelled to this great land, 
Aotearoa, a land abundant with the 
promise of new beginnings.
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All - Response: 
Reader: And so, rejoicing in your 
goodness and mercy, we sing.

A waiata: Te Aroha, te whakapono, 
me te rangimārie, tatou tatou e.  (x2)

Reading
Reader: A Reading from the book of 
Wisdom 7:16-23

⇄ ⇄ ⇄ ⇄ ⇄ ⇄ ⇄ ⇄
(After the reading) Ko te kupu a te Ariki - 
The Word of the Lord
ALL: Whakamoemiti ki te Atua - 
Thanks be to God  

Psalm
Psalm 65:9-13 (It would be ideal to sing the 
Psalm)
Antiphon: The seed that falls on good 
ground, will yield a fruitful harvest.
You care for the Earth, give it water, 
you fill it with riches.
Your river in heaven brims over to 
provide its grain.
And thus you provide for the Earth, you 
drench its furrows
You soften it with showers, make it 
level. Thus you bless its growth.
You crown the year with goodness, 
abundance flows in your steps,
In the pastures of the wilderness it 
flows, for you bless its growth.
The hills are girded with joy, the 
meadows covered with flocks,
The valleys are decked with wheat. 
They sing. Yes, they shout for joy.

Reading 
Reader: A reading from the book of 
Job 9:2-10

⇄ ⇄ ⇄ ⇄ ⇄ ⇄ ⇄ ⇄
(After the reading) Ko te kupu a te Ariki - 
The Word of the Lord
ALL: Whakamoemiti ki te Atua - 
Thanks be to God  
 
Silence: Observe a time of silence.

Lighting of nine candles: 
Each candle is lit then carried forward 
(separately and unhurried) in procession 
and placed upright in the bowl of dirt on the 
table. As it is placed, readers read the text 
indicating what that candle signifies. Quiet 
music with no words could be played.
Reader: (Introduction) Matariki is a 
cluster of many stars. This cluster of 
stars signifies a framework upon which 
Māori life and the whole yearly cycle 
of life, was built. It was so important 
that Māori would acknowledge the 
appearance of Matariki to signify 
the end of one year, the end of what 
had happened in the past, and the 
beginning of the new year with all the 
promise, hope, and goodness that the 
impending season would bring. We 
light nine candles now and remember 
as we do the name of each of the stars 
and reflect on that star’s significance.
All Response: ‘There is a time for 
everything, a season for every purpose 
under heaven: a season to be born 
and a season to die; a season to plant 
and a season to harvest. God has made 
everything in harmony with the divine.’ 
(Ecclesiastes 1)
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The first candle: Ki a Matariki 
the great star: Matariki is the star 
that signifies our connection to the 
environment, to each other and to the 
gathering of people. Matariki signifies 
hope and is also connected to the 
health and wellbeing of people.
All: Response

The second candle: Ki a Pōhutukawa. 
Pōhutukawa is suspended above and is 
a constant reminder of our treasured 
loved ones that passed on. May you 
too come to shine as stars in the night, 
and sparkle within the storehouse of 
memories forever more. 
All: Response

The third candle: Ki a Waitī. Ki a 
Waitī fresh water. Waitī above and 
Waitī below. The currents of the river 
swirl, the lakes ripple, and the source 
of Tāne-te-waiora overflows with 
life-giving water. Flowing waters are 
sustenance for the land, vitality for 
humanity and sustain a food basket for 
the people. 
All: Response

The fourth candle: Ki a Waitā: salt 
water. Behold the great expanse that 
gleams green and blue beneath you. 
Here is the great current, the long 
current, the boisterous ocean and the 
calm ocean, and it is filled with food. 
Here we find food for all the multitude.
All: Response
 
The fifth candle: Ki a 
Waipuna-ā-rangi.  Waipuna-ā-rangi 

mist and rain.  Welcome the misty 
rain! Welcome the drizzle! Welcome 
the showers! Welcome the heavy 
drenching rain! Fall from the spring of 
the sacred sky, so that the plants grow 
and the people flourish. 
All: Response 

The sixth candle: Ki a Tupuānuku: 
Tupuānuku associated with everything 
that grows within the soil to be 
harvested or gathered for food. We 
till the soil, plant the crops and hail a 
copious abundance. May the soil be 
ever fertile, the plants shoot up and 
grow down to be plentiful.
All: Response

The seventh candle: Ki a Tupuārangi, 
associated with everything that grows 
up in the trees; fruit, berries, birds. The 
forest is thriving, lush, and bountiful. 
The crown of the forest is alive with 
the children of Tane. It gives them food 
and a place to rest.
All: Response

The eighth candle: Ki a Ururangi. 
Ururangi, the star associated with the 
winds. Let Ururangi not be a fierce 
and blasting wind, but instead, a 
gentle caressing wind so we may be 
revitalized and refreshed.
All: Response

The ninth candle: Ki a Hiwa-i-te-rangi.  
Hiwa-i-te-rangi is associated with the 
granting of our wishes, the realisation 
of our aspirations for the coming year. 
A multitude of immense opportunities 
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is before us. We approach these with a 
determined and longing heart.
All: Response

Silence: 
Observe a time of silence. (5 min)

Song- Waiata. E te Matua Ka 
Whakawhetai (tune Morning Has Broken)

     E te Matua 
     Ka whakawhetai
     Mo ngā mea ora
     Mo ngā mea pai.
     Ngā hua rākau
     Ngā hua katoa
     I ruia mai nei 
     kia puawai.

Reflection: 
Invite a speaker to give a reflection.

Petitions 
Allow a few moments of silence following 
each petition, so people can internalize the 
prayer,  before the response is said.

Reader: We are called always and 
everywhere to be concerned about and 
pray for the needs of the whole world, 
and so we bring these needs to prayer.
Silence
 ALL Response: You laid the 
foundations of the earth; the heavens 
are the work of your hands.
Reader: For the Earth our Common 
Home – that there will be new efforts 
to care for the natural environment, 
to protect threatened species and look 
after Earth’s bio-diverse systems.

 Silence - ALL Response:
Reader: For the atmosphere that 
surrounds our planet  – that we will 
learn how to live more simply, reduce 
carbon emissions and maintain the 
climate. 
 Silence - ALL Response: 
Reader: For community leaders – that 
they will be guided by Wisdom, strive 
for communities where all people have 
what they need and neighbours show 
concern for one another.
 Silence - ALL Response: 
Reader: For the growth and 
production of food and crops – that 
sufficient food for all people will be 
produced by sustainable methods 
which care for the soil. 
 Silence - ALL Response: 
Reader: For Indigenous peoples – that 
their rights and customs be protected 
and their wisdom valued.
 Silence - ALL Response: 
Reader: For the beginning of the 
New Year signified by Matariki – that 
celebrating Matariki will bring us 
closer to the natural world and its 
rhythms, and deepen our care for 
nature. 
 Silence - ALL Response: 
Reader: For our selves – that we will 
be open to the beauty and loveliness of 
the natural world, finding it rich with 
the ‘grandeur of God.’
 Silence - ALL Response: 
Reader: For our loved ones and all 
who have died –may they be at peace, 
at home in the eternal realm, in the 
company of saints and angels. 
 Silence - ALL Response: 
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Expression of Faith 
(From Psalms 96, 74, 104,) For this, people are 
divided into Side A and Side B.
Side A Matariki is a cluster of stars; 
Side B  Let the heavens be glad.
Side A Matariki is a time of year;  
Side B Let the earth rejoice, let the seas 
and all that is in them roar.
Side A Matariki is a time of 
remembering 
Side B Be still and know that I am God. 
Side A Matariki is a new beginning;  
Side B Let the fields and all that is 
in them exult. Let all the trees of the 
forests shout for joy.
Side A Matariki is the eyes of God;  
Side B O God, what variety you have 
created, arranging everything so 
wisely. The Earth is filled with your 
creativity.
Side A Matariki is a time of seeing 
Side B Both day and night belong to 
you; you made the starlight and the 
sun. You set the boundaries of the 
earth and you made both summer and 
winter.
Side A Matariki is a time of rejoicing 
Side B All creatures depend on you 
to feed them at the proper time. Open 
your hand, they are well satisfied.

Blessing 
Perhaps ask people to bow their heads to receive 
the blessing.
The new light of Matariki has risen!
May it be to you a sign of resurrection 
and new life.
May it be to you a sign of hope in times 
of darkness.

May it be to you a sign of the wondrous 
mystery of Atua who loves you.
May it be to you a sign that the eyes 
of the Eternal One are ever upon you 
and that the presence of the Holy One 
is ever with you. And may this be the 
cause of your rejoicing. 
Go in peace.
Through Christ and in the perfect unity 
of the Holy Spirit, we pray.
Amen

Song Wairua Tapu by Wiremu Ready
     Wairua tapu tau mai rā
     wairua tapu mai i runga
     uhia mai ngā taonga pai
     homai tō aroha.

     Wāhia, kia tika
     akona mai rā kia ū ki te pai
     Horoia, kia mā tonu rā
     mōhou te tino kororia.
 
      
Hospitality – Extend a warm 
invitation to everyone to gather now for 
kai. Traditionally this kai would have been 
prepared and eaten outside. Each of the 
following food groups would have been 
included:
- kai from the earth /  kai from a bird (e,g, 
chicken) /  kai from fresh water / kai from 
salt water.

This prayer was prepared by Judith Courtney and 
Manuel Beazley (Ngāi Tupoto, Te Rarawa and 

Ngāti Kaharau, Ngāpuhi). Information has been 
sourced from ‘Living by the Stars’ Professor Rangi 
Matamua And Te Wananga o Aotearoa Matariki 

guidebook
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A word for those who love rosters ...
 From the book of Roster by St Paul (and others) Chapter 13
If my roster is well organised and planned, but has not  ve, 
I am a noisy gong or a clanging cymbal. 
If I have all the tasks and names in perfect order, and understand exactly how rosters 
are meant to work, and if I have all faith in my systems, so as to move mountains, 
but have not love, I am nothing. 
If I have rosters printed and emailed two months in advance, 
but have not love, I gain nothing.
Preparing rosters is patient and kind work; not arrogant or rude, 
it does not insist on its own way; it is not irritable or resentful 
when people make mistakes or forget. 
It forgives stuff-ups and does not rejoice at wrongdoing, it never says 
‘you should have known,’ or, ‘I told you that,’ 
but willingly adapts and changes course midstream, 
it rejoices in the unexpected and sees this as 
opportunity for greater love. 
Preparing rosters bears all things, believes all things, 
hopes all things, endures all things, 
because after all preparing rosters is a gift and another pathway of love
Oh and, rosters never end! 
As for prophecies, they will pass away; 
as for tongues, they will cease; 
as for knowledge, it will pass away. 
But rosters – they will never end.
So now faith, hope, rosters and love abide, these four; 
but the greatest of these is still love.  
       Judith Courtney


